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Nine vie for Senate
By Lisa M. Colby
ASUPS Reporter
Senate elections are on Thursday, Oct.
20 with nine candidates in the running
for seven seats. Shauna James has
withdrawn as a candidate.
The first five candidate interviews
were presented in the Sept. 29 issue of
The Trail. The following are the
comments of the remaining five
candidates: Tim Adams, Eric Bailey, Kris
Gavin, Jay Rumwell and Eric Shoen.
Junior Tim Adams would like to see
more involvement from students and
programs that are more well received."
"I think I have proven leadership on
campus, innovation, and new, creative
ideas," he said.
"I see a lot of waste in the present
system. I think there are things students
are paying too much for and I'd like to
see them charged more fairly," said
sophomore Eric Bailey.
Bailey also said he will be able to
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Last evening, Randall Robinson, Executive Director of Trans-Africa spoke at
Kilworth Chapel about justice in South Africa. Robinson was brought to campus
in conjunction with the campus-wide South Africa Lectures sponsored by ASUPS
Lectures.

address the money issue at Puget Sound.
One of Sophomore Kris Gavin's goals
as a senator is to "implement a cab
service [at the university] for intoxicated
students. They've done it at U.W. and I
believe its worked very well," he said.
Gavin is running for senate because "it
is the best way to get on top of
everything."
"I'd like to find out if the Sub is
making a profit, see better programs, and
find out where our money goes (in
detail)," said sophomore Jay Rumwell.
His qualifications include "dedication,
assertiveness and willingness to spend
the time it takes to do a job.'
Eric Shoen, also a sophomore feels his
major goal in senate would be to bring
about "better communication and get
more student input."
"I think I have unique ideas and I can
focus my efforts onto implementing
those ideas and help improve the quality
of student life," said Shoen.

Haltom tells students about votinq

By Caitlin J. Moughon
Contributing Editor

If any of you have been wondering
why you should even bother with
elections in 1988, and particularly
Presidential elections, Seward Hall was
the place to be on Tuesday night.
Puget Sound Professor of Politics and
Government Bill Haltom, who is known
for his political, urn, candor, addressed
this very issue in an hour-long lecture.
Haltom began his talk by questioning
the point of voting for a candidate
because of his or her stated policy or
perceived ability to handle a crisis
situation.
The problem with voting for a
candidate's policy is that we can never

bad reason to vote because of policy.
"Carter said he'd give us a government
as good as the American people," Haltom
said, "He delivered that and boy were we
pissed."
Voting because of what we perceive to
be one candidate's superiority in handling
a situation also has many pitfalls,
1-laltom maintained.
"If you're going to pick somebody
hased on how they handle stuff, how are
You going to know that?" Haltom asked.
Furthermore, Haltom said, an
individual's vote in a national election
has virtually no influence; each voter is
one in one hundred million.
However, he noted, the "fault is not in
the political parties and political system

really tell what he or she will actually
do, Haltom said. Bush never says he will
raise taxes, even though he will, and
according to Haltom, "this is because
you'll buy it ... wall to wall we will
belly up to the bar and say, 'Ronnie, if
it's for the good of the country we'll do

taxes are bound to be raised next year or
the next.
Haltom also cited a campaign promise
by President Carter as an example of a

it's in you for not recognizing what
the political party system can and cannot
do."
Herein lies the savior, according to
Haltom, for those in despair.
To begin, Haltom made the point that
individuals can really have more
influe,p on a local level or in dealing
with p cular issues.
"Begin by saying, 'What is it that I
want to accompli
aid, ",vork for what
Then, Halt
a position to pressure
you want and
whoever wins."
Later, he added that, "you have the
power--if you get off your butt."
see

With this
decoration of
their house,
Kappa Sigma
fraternity
stretched its
winning streak in
Homecoming
festivities. This
year Kappa
Kappa Gamma
joined the KSigs
in their victory.

Wild Walk was calm
By Jennifer Murawski
News Editor
"I tell ya, it's great," said enthused Sue
Yowell about last weekend's
Homecoming. Yowell and others in
charge thought the activity-filled
weekend, despite its "Walk on the Wild
Side" theme, came off without mishap.
Friday afternoon's Hall Decorating
Contest kicked off the festivities. Each
hall and greek house entered its decorated
building to be judged by ASUPS
senators.
Sororities and fraternities paired up and
the decorations ranged from huge banners
on the Kappa Sigma House to a giant
elephant head on Regester Hall. The
Kappa Sigma and Kappa Kappa Gamma's
banners won.
Friday night rolled around and along
with it the Shadowfax concert. Though
ticket sales appeared slow before Friday,
they picked up and the New Age group
played to a fairly full house.
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The group played for an hour and a half
and then returned for an encore in
response to an enthusiastic crowd's
standing ovation.
Shadowfax fan, Rachel Bowman
thought, "it was a really hot concert."
The Homecoming celebration
continued on Saturday with the float
parade led by convertibles holding the
Homecoming royalty.
Large numbers of spectators turned out
for the event. Kappa Sigma and Kappa
Kappa Gamma won the float competition
with their Alice and Wonderland float.
AlL's entry, which was no more than
hail residents on bicycles peddling to the
song "Wild Thing", might not have been
winner-quality, but it did get votes for
the wierdest ently.
Though the game which followed the
parade was not a winning endeavor, the
halftime activities made up for Oregon
Institute of Technology's 28-7 victory.
Mike Fassler and Darcie Julum were
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crowned King and Queen and each gave a
quick wave to the crowds as they were
shooed off the field by students carrying
the tables for the chicken wing eating
contest.
The Beta Theta Pi representatives ate
the most chicken in three minutes and
won the contest.
The Homecoming events ended with
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the Songfest and Dance. Fourteen acts
entered the Songfest competition and
Regester Hall's act featuring Resident
Assistant Heather Stansbury and other
talents won with their "Basia Jam
Session".
The dance completed the evening with
its video music provided by
Entertainment Plus followed by the fourman Seattle band The Pop Mechanix.
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...in brief
international
Pope called 'Antichrist', during speech
Pope John Paul II was interrupted while addressing the European Parliament on
Tuesday by a Northern Ireland Protestant politician who noisily denounced him as
"the Antichrist." The Reverend Ian Paisley, a member of the Democratic Union
Party from Ulster, stood up moments after the Pope began speaking and shouted, "I
renounce you as the Antichrist!" The Pope looked on impassively as Paisley's
colleagues ejected him, and then resumed his speech, calling for a renewal of
Christian spirituality in Europe and more European unity. The outburst was not
totally unexpected. On the previous evening a Catholic member of the European
Parliament asked on the floor whether measures had been taken to prevent Mr.
Paisley from disrupting the speech, because of Paisley's hard-line Protestant
opposition to the papacy. The incident occurred on the final day of the Pope's fourday visit to the Alsace-Lorraine region.
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U.S. utility company to plant trees

±
Meeting of the Minds panel members Bill Haltom, Ken Ilooper, and Maria Chang
met last Friday as a part of the Homecoming celebration. The Meeting of the
Minds brought together ideas and people from the past and the present.

HALTOM

audience if he was "promoting apathy
toward our national system," Haltom
"Let me suggest something to all of
argued that the expression of his views
yot. Dukakis voters," Haltom
could not make a significant enough
recommended. "If you're pissed off at
impact and added, "I'm a political
George Bush for the A.C.L.U. thing-scientist. Am I supposed to come in here
and lie to you?"
join the A.C.L.U.'
Haltom concluded his lecture portion
"I'm making an argument for voting
for the right reason," Haltom expanded.
by saying that "voting is bad for your
political and mental health because it
"But damn it, vote sincerely ... that's
leads you to believe you are doing what freedom means for me, that you
don't have to do any of that crap."
something.'
"Vote with your gut," he concluded,
When, during the ensuing discussion,
Haltom was asked by a member of the "because it's only an expressive act."
from front page
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154w A student reported that his vehicle was entered while
parked on Union Ave. Misc. items were discovered
missing. Referred to the Tacoma Police.
A student reported that her vehicle was entered while
parked on Union Ave. The vehicle registration was
discovered missing. Referred to the Tacoma Police.
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2119

A student reproted that her wallet was taken from her
unattended purse while studying in the library.

E
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2145

A custodian reported vandalism to the women's bathroom
in the union.

U
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2254

A student reported that her vehcile was entered while
parked on Union Ave. The registration and other misc.
items were discovered missing.

10/7/88

0809

A staff member reported that her wallet was taken form
her unattended purse in Jones Hall.

DO

Several students reported articles of clothing missing from
various university laundry rooms.

10/7/88
10/7/88
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Bush heckled at Seattle University
Vice President George Bush was interrupted twice during a speech to business
students at Seattle University on Tuesday. The first interruption came when
Reverend William Bischel, a Tacoma priest, shouted at Bush in an effort to get him
to address issues relating to the poor and homeless. Bischel, who wore a clerical
collar, was removed by force by Seattle police and plainclothes security guards.
Bush's speech was even harder to hear when a second man began to compete for the
vice president's attention. John Whitney, a Jesuit seminarian who teaches
philosophy at the university, began asking Bush why he would not answer questions
from students during his appearance on campus. Whitney complied when asked to sit
down, and Bush continued to read his speech despite the protests.
Compiled by Erik Anderson

A sdent reported that his vehicle was entered while
parked on Union Ave. the vehicle registration was
discovered missing. Referred to the Tacoma Police.
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An electric utility company in Connecticut has developed an interesting response
10 the problem of world pollution by deciding to pay for the planting of 52 million
trees. The company, AES Thames, is to contribute $2 million toward the project
which will reforest over 385 square miles in Guatemala. The utility decided on the
project as an effort to combat the global warming trend (caused in part by industrial
pollution) known as "the greenhouse effect," and to offset carbon dioxide emissions
from a new generating plant being built by the company in Uncaseville, Conn.
Trees will absorb carbon dioxide from sources all over the world, no matter where
they are planted. The tree planting in Guatemala will be managed by CARE, the
international relief and development organization, working together with Guatemalan
Forestry Service and the U.S. Peace Corps.

Two students were contacted on the north side of campus
for suspected alcohol violations.

10/8/88 0123 Two non-students were contacted on N. Lawrence for
suspected alcohol violations.
10/8/88 0218

Security investigated some loud explosions coming from
the west side of campus. Large fire crackers are suspected.

10/8/88 0225

Security escorted a mentally disabled male off campus
who was found outdside the fieldhouse.

10/8/88 2120

Security contacted a university residence for a suspected
alcohol violation.

oncampus
Get naked for the Tacoma homeless
The cold winter weather is fast approaching, so donate any old clothes to the needy
who will be out in that weather while Puget Sound students are warm in their
classrooms. Collection boxes will be in each hall and Greek house and in the Student
Union.

Toll free suicide prevention line now open
Lifeline Institute, a Tacoma-based division of Greater Lakes Mental Health
Foundation, has opened a statewide toll free suicide prevention telephone line. For
education, consultation, and further information about suicide for anyone concerned
about a suicidal young person, call 1-800-422-2552.

Tacoma Radical Women sponsor lecture
"Eyewitness to Glasnost A Trotskyist Visits Moscow" will be the lecture sponsored
by the Tacoma Radical Women Saturday at 7:30 at the Hillside Community Church
at 2508 S. 39th Street in Tacoma. Photojournalist Doug Barnes, who recently spent
10 days in Moscow, will illustrate his talk with slides and political posters. The fee
is $2.00. Call 759-4277 for more information.

Registration successfu
By Lisa M. Colby
ASUPS Reporter

"We registered over 330 new registrars
[at the voter registration drive],"
announced President Lynn Hendricks
during Tuesday's senate meeting.
The drive, which also sent out 300
absentee ballots, was deemed a success.
Senator Dave Vailancourt revealed
that Student Lectures and Popular
Entertainment were not able to book the
famed "church lady" Dana Carvey or
Morton Downey as they had anticipated
due to scheduling conflicts.
"We would have had to pick the date
before [next semester's] midterms in
order to get Downey," said Vailancourt.
They are, however, looking into
bringing comedian Chris Alpine.
Hendricks also brought to senate's
attention the presence of the Diversity

Committee which "looks at how
undiversified our student body is,
meaning the lack of anybody else except
white folks," said Hendricks.
"We're hurting for minority students.
Our school's not attracting them and we
need to look at that," Hendricks stated.
The committee has expressed that
they'd like the help of students in
making our campus more available to
non-white students.
Senators discussed the raising of ASB
fees during open forum. It was debated
as to whether an increase should be
made in small increments every year or
in one larger sum which would not be
raised again for a couple of years.
No decision was made but the issue
will be further investigated and brought
in front of the Budget Task Force.
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Truckin' - Number 22, Kelly Clark, rushes for some of his 96 yards in the Loggers' loss to the Owls.

Loggers fall prey to Owls, lose 28 - 7
By Mike Fassler
Sports Editor
The 1988 University of Puget Sound
Homecoming Game brought no reason
for celebration for the Logger football
squad. The game only brought more
disappointment to their season as the
Loggers dropped a 28 - 7 contest to the
Owls of Oregon Institute of Technology
(O.I.T.), a team that had not defeated the
Loggers since the first time the two
teams met.
The Loggers struggled again in putting
points on the scoreboard, they managed
just one touchdown, while the Owls
pushed the ball across the goal line once
each quarter.
The first Owl posscsssion appeared to
forecast disaster for the Loggers. On a
nine - play drive they drove deep into
Logger territory only to be turned back
by a delay - of - game penalty and a
quarterback sack. The Owls were forced
to punt.
A 26-yard punt put the Loggers on
their own 11 yard - line; where the
offense sputtered.
The Loggers second series also had
them starting with poor field position.

A similar result ensued as the Loggers
were forced to punt once again.
On the Owls' third possession, they
were able to capture their first
touchdown. Another nine-play offensive
was culminated by a Billy Coats
touchdown dive over the top with eleven
seconds left in the first quarter. Coats
went on to score two more touchdowns
for the Owls. Overall, Coats gained 162
yards to live up to his National
Association of Interscholastic Athletics
Offensive Most Valuable Player of the
Week honors earned the week before.
Remarked Head Coach Ron Hjelseth,
"This game was a game in which I felt
we needed to show improved play and we
did. But by the same token we still
didn't win the football game and we didn't
take advantage of early opportunities and
consequently we ended up getting beat 28
- 7."
On offense, the Owl attack outgained
the Loggers, 354 yards to 205 yards,
respectively The most slanted
component of this was the 194 yards
O.I.T. gained in the air, while the
Loggers threw for only 75 yards.
"Offensively, not scoring points early
we ended up with no momentum," said
coach Hjelseth.

Individual standouts for the Loggers
include Kelly Clark, who ran for 96 yards
on 15 carries, Jon Hansen, playing the
first half, put in a solid effort passing for
72 yards on 9 of 17 passes.
The defensive unit did come up with a
few highlights of their own. Ron Ness
blocked a punt for the Loggers, and
Roger Gray ended an Owl drive with an
interception.

The victory brought O.I.T.'s record to
3 - 1, while the Loggers season mark fell
to 1-3.
Next on the Logger agenth will be a
crucial division test versus the Lewis and
Clarck pioneers. The game will be
played in Portland with the Loggers
leading the series dating back to 1946 by
a five game to three margin.
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Disgust - Logger s showed helplessness on the sidelines last Saturday.
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By Mike Fassler, Sports Editor

Strike One: The Olympics are over and done with much to the relief of most
watchers. The overall feeling about the Seoul games has to be one of dissapointment
for the American public, N.B.C., and those companies who payed for advertising based
on the popularity of the Olympics. Viewer ratings were well below estimates, to the
point where N.B.C. had to give buyers extra commercial space to live up to contract
obligations. Consequently, the amount of commercial time on Olympic broadcasts far
exceeded any level acceptable to human viewing.
Additionally, N.B.C. disappointed the viewers by jumping from event to event. Who
wants to watch Czechoslovakia play the Soviet Union in basketball? I for one don't.
One suggestion might be to set aside certain time slots in which a certain sport can be
viewed on the broadcast. In this way, the viewer with little time can use his viewing
time most effectively, more viewers will watch the Olympics and N.B.C. can
discriminate in advertising prices by getting top dollar for popular sports.
Ball one: The University of Washington is not he only college football team in
Washington this year, The Washington State Cougars are back. They are off two a 4
1 start with the nation's third ranked rusher in Steve Broussard and leading passer in
Timm Rosenbach. The Cougar offense leads the nation in yards per game, averaging

-

-

567.4 yards. All of this will result in an exciting Apple Cup this year as both
Washington teams are off to strong startsand top twenty rankings in national polls.
Strike Two: The Jay Howell verdict did not become the historical court case it could
have been. Remember that Howell, the Dodger's ace middle reliever, was caught
putting pine tar on the baseball. Howell claimed, "Pine tar doesn't do anything to alter
the flight of the baseball, it just allows you to grip the ball on a cold day." No
matter, Howell was slapped with a suspension. Rules are rules. Let's keep the odds the
same On both sides, Jay.
Strike Three: So now Howell is back and the Dodgers are in the World Series. Who
cares, the Oakland A's will win it anyway. Oakland swept the Boston Red Sox, four
games to none in the American League Championship Series. The series was similar to
the A's season; Jose Conseco hits the home runs, and relief pitcher Dennis Eckersley
shuts down the opposition. Eckersley who recorded a major league record for most
saves this season, had four straight saves in the American League Championship Series
to earn the A.L.C.S.'s Most Valuable Player award. The intense rivalry between Bay
Area and Los Angeles teams should produce for an exciting All California World
Series this year. Prediction: The A's will win in five games.
,

-

Spikers to attend tourney in Oregon

Logger line
Volleyball

By Antje Spethmann

Volleyball will compete in the Western
Oregon Institute of Technology Invitational in Monmoth,
Oregon Friday, October 14, and Saturday, October 15.
Men's soccer meets Gonzaga University
Men's Soccer
at Baker Stadium Saturday at 1:00 p.m. They then move on to
face the University of Portland in Portland on Sunday at 2:00
p.m.
-

Soccer

W

Staff Writer

-

Volleyball at Puget Sound heads play
in the Western Oregon State College
Invitational, in Monmoth, Oregon.
Twelve teams will participate and the
play will be spread out over both Friday
the 14, and Saturday the 15. The
participating teams are: Humboldt State,
Pacific Lutheran University, Seattle

Women's soccer travels to Olympia to
play Evergreen State Saturday the 15, at 1:00 p.m.

I

Football

Pacific University, Linfield College,
Lewis and Clark College, Simon Fraser
University, George Fox College, Oregon
Institute of Technology, Chemeketa
Community College, Southern
Oregon State College and Western
Oregon State College.
Logger Volleyball is 7 12 overall on
the season, but 4 1 in district. They
recently scored a major victory over
district rival Pacific Luthern, beating the
Lutes 13 15, 15 12, 15 8, 15 8.
-

-

-

-

-
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Chalet

The football team will face Lewis and Clar
University in Portland on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
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Bowl and Restaurant.
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3602 Center & Union
No. Tacoma,UPS, Oackland, Wapato

$1,111 per !pinIe

627-884

111eillse show III's 1.110

NEW LATE NITE SPECIAL
Large 2 Item Pizza
Plus One 32-Oz; Pop

only $5 • 75
Sales Tax Not Induded

Good 10 P.M. to 1 A.M. Only

Make Your Own Combination
Pick any (2) of the following
Pepperoni
Onions
Beef
Pineapple
Green Pepper Sausage
Mushrooms Thick Crust
Canadian Bacon
Extra Items are, 50 each.
LIMITED DEUVERY AREA

Expires 10/20

We also 1144ave videos, 111111
talls and a dell III
It 11141CICS, north ol III's in
tile Proctor shoppilk il Il i sts
3806 NORTH 26th: TACOMA, WA 98407
-

-
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Strebentz still running strong
"I've went from being a college student
to being a blue collar dude to being a
college student again," says Sterbenz
with a smile. "But unlike when I first
went to college, I have goals now."
Among Sturbenz' goals is qualifying
for the 1990 Goodwill Games. And
while he admits that it won't be easy, he
does feel that running cross country will
improve his chances.

By Kevin Strong
Staff Writer

A cross country runner older than 25 is
about as common as a piranha in Puget
Sound. Well before their late twenties,
most harriers trade in their racing flats
for a pair of wing tips or, at the very
least, a pair of trainers to use for a
recreational run now and then. Logger
Scott Sterbenz is an exception to the
rule, however.
At 29, Sterbenz is making a cross
country comeback. 11 years ago he ran
for Puget Sound, but then dropped out
of college. He spent the next ten years
working for Tacoma Rubber Stamping
Company, running road races in his
spare time. But because he couldn't see
himself doing that for the rest of his life
he decided to come back to college.

"Cross Country is
tougher than Road
Racing, that's one
of the reasons
older runners don't
do it."

"I don't consider
myself a natural
athlete. My future
as a runner
depends on my
state of mind."
"Cross country is tougher than road
racing, that's one of the reasons older
runners don't do it," says Sterbenz. "But
I know cross country is going to make
be a better runner."
Sturbenz also feels that Puget Sound,
and especially Coach Sam Ring, will
make him a better runner. Since he
started running under Ring, Sterbenz
says that he has improved tremendously.
Furthermore, Ring has given him a
desire to do his very best, which
Stcrbenz says is a must if he is going to
make the Goodwill Games.
"I don't consider myself a natural
athlete," says Sterbenz. "My future as a
runner depends on my state of mind. If I
think I can do it, and if I want to do it,
I'm well on my way to doing it."

C
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Women's Cross Counrty on 'track'
By Kevin Strong
Staff Writer

Two meets into the season the Lady
Logger cross country team remains on
track to make it to this year's National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
National Meet.
At last Saturday's Pacific Lutheran
Invitational, Puget Sound finished
second out of ten teams, losing only to
the host Lutes. Meanwhile, the Logger
men finished fifth keeping their
longshot hopes of making nationals
alive.

Individually the Logger women were
paced by senior Lisa Gamett, who
finished the 3.1 mile course in 17:3 1
to place second overall. Aso scoring
for Puget Sound were Ann Grande,
Andrea Perry, Sue Brandt, vnd Karen
Commack.
Junior Mark Brennon was the
Loggers' top male finisher, cruising
through the five mile course in 25:33
en route to an 11th place finish. Scott
Sterbenz, Mike Morse, Matt
Mandrones, and Dave Gallagher also
scored for Puget Sound. Team captain
Matt Grant sat out the race.

Men's soccer winning, 'vomen kickers lose bid for unbeaten season
By Antje Spethmann
Staff writer
The University of Puget Sound is
coming ever closer to its reputation
as the Harvard of the West. Both
men's and women's soccer here at
the University have reached Ivy
League standards.
Men's soccer, which started the
season 0 - 5, have not been beaten in
their last six times on the field.
The men scored only one goal in
the first five games and have now

outscored their last six opponents 12
- 6. They are currently I - 1 in
district.
Last night they played the
University of Washington (U.W.)
in Seattle. The Huskies are a
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (N.C.A.A.) division one
team. The Loggers next opponents
are Gonzaga University and the
University of Portland, who, like
the Huskies, are N.C.A.A. division
one teams.
The University of Portland is

National

ranked number two in the N.C.A.A.
vision I polls, and currently holds
a perfect 13 - 0 record.
The women did not return from
Southern California unscathed, yet
Coach Mike Jennings felt, "Overall
the trip was a good lesson for us."
The team opened with a 0 - 4 loss
to U.C. Berkeley, went on to beat
Westmont College 1 - 0, and yet
could not hold off Stanford in their
final match of the weekend, losing I
- 2.

"We don't want this to lessen our
confidence," Jennings reiterated,
just improve our play. We felt we
got some good experience and
although we didn't play that well,
we feel the trip was beneficial."
Last night the Loggers faced
Pacific Lutheran University, at
Pacific Lutheran, and will face
Evergreen State University in
Olympia on Saturday, October 15,
1988 at 1:00 p.m.

Alcohol Awareness Week
October 16th thru the 22nd
Lunchtime Brown Bag Series:

Monday, October 17th

"I cant have problems with alcohol. I only drink beer

SUB 101

Tuesday, October 18th

How to unwind without the bottle.

SUB 106

Wednesday, October 19th

A matter of balance, Eddie talks."

SUB 101

Thursday, October 20th

'Humor and the bottle.'

SUB 101

Friday, October 21st
SUB 101

Who I was then, who I am now: impact of alcoholic family

October 13, 1988
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Shadowfax made a dramatic and sometimes
fantastic appearance in the Fieldhouse Friday
evening. The group, who specializes in using
unique instrumentation and musical compilations
kept the homecoming crowd amused and
entertained. During their perlormance the
group managed to create an audio portrait
that was sometimes beautiful and sometimes
harsh. With each new chord the group added
another stroke to the canvas and expanded
the listeners insight and understanding.

Hanks and Field
By Terry Bain
A&E Editor
Whats that you say? A movie starring
Tom Hanks and Sally Field? Together?
What will they think of next?
Well, let's not ponder too long about
what's next so we can get down to the
business at hand. That is, the

Punchline.
Tom Hanks plays Steven, the Medschool dropout/Comedian. Sally Field
plays the Lilah, the Tom Hanks wannabe. Steven needs money, bad. His
roomate, you see, has locked him out of
the apartment because he ows him six
hundred dollars. (Luckily, of course, a

deliver Punchline

comedy competition lurks around the
f_I

-

almost worse than Steve needs money.
She will even pay American cash to get

(3

Sigourney gets close
By Terry Bain
A&E Editor
Closeup. The key word in the motion
picture "Gorillas in the Mist" is
Closeup. Sigourney Weaver stars in the
movie on Dian Fossey, and Director
Michael Apted takes every possible
chance he gets to move the camera up
close and personal to Weaver's emoting
face so we can watch her nostrils flair.
Apted makes the right call in deciding
to allow the bulk of this film to ride on
the shoulders of two major aspects of the
film. One: the charm and character of the
endangered Mountain Gorillas, and 2: the
power of Sigourney Weaver's acting
abilities. Through this, the film works to
focus the emotions of the audience

toward those of the Dian Fossey
character.
One of the main points of the film
seems to be Dian Fossey's obsession,
and her slow decline into a singular
passion for the Gorillas. The Gorillas are
slaughtered to make ashtrays out of their
hands, and the insanity of this murder is
heightened and mirrored through the
portrayal Fossey's own grip on what
some people term reality.
My major complaint with the film is
the final sequences. It seems that the
makers of this film tried to make
everything "fine and dandy" with a nice
little ending. But aren't we all big folks
here? Why can't directors give the
audiences the ugly truth? Just do it.

it. But the film does not turn into a kind
of "she needs him and he needs her"
dramady mush, and thank you
screenwriter-director David Seltzer
(Lucas) for showing some creativity.
Tom Hanks is a convincing comedian.
His outstanding performance can be
traced to his study of stand-up for this
film. Hanks perfected the art of standup--which he had never done before--on
stage with the help of Randy Fletcher and
Barry Sobel. His hard work shows on
screen. One of the smartest devices
David Seltzer uses in"Punchline's lifted
directly from the Charlie Chaplin school
of direction. That is, point the camera at

the star (Hanks) and turn him loose.
However, don't go into the theatre
expecting the same Hanks found ir'Big
because he has created an entirely
different character--indeed, an unlikable
character--which Hanks performs with
seeming effortlessness.
But Hanks doesn't really steal the
show. Sally Field manages a convincing
performance without waxing dramatic.
She plays a rather insecure woman with a
desire to perform comedy. And, of
course, she does it well.
So, you see, what this is all about is
this: "Punchline" is definately worth the
greenbacks. Go see it. I did.
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Art Part of Puget So und_
ON Ca
Kittredge Gallery features the Sumi Art Exhibit by Janet Laurel. Also
exhibited are Porcelain Ceramics by David Keyes and Painted Assemblages
(?!!) by Barbara Minas, through October 24.
Campus Films presents... 'The Natural' at 6, 8:30 and 11 on Friday and
Saturday, 6 and 8:30 on Sunday. $1 for students with validated, sticker-ed
Puget Sound Official I.D.

Jeff Healey plays the blues
By Terry Bain
A&E Editor

"Destructive Engagement" will be shown as part of the South African film
series on Thursday, October 13 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in Library 17.
"Woza Albert!" will also be shown as part of the South African film series
on Wednesday, October 19 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in Library 17.
The Fool Show with Geoff Hoyle will be in the Inside Theatre on
Wednesday, October 19. Hoyle is actor, comedian, and clown. He will be
performin a series of sketches designed to make you laugh. Curtain is at 8
p.m. Tickets are $5.00 and are available at the Information Center.

In T ivc hy Tm

The Jeff Healey Band is a blues guitar
band, and don't let anybody tell you any
different.
Jeff Healey, himself, the man with the
music, is also the blind fella with the
guitar. Why is that important? Because
he always had trouble handling a guitar
in the customary fashion, and therefore
devised a system where he places the
guitar across his legs while sitting,
which makes for some absolutely
interesting combinations. He's just
playin' the blues.
"See the Light" is the first album

released by The Jeff Healey Band, and it
almost grooves. The aimbum promises
greatness throughout the tracks with
some outstanding guitar riffs, especially
on "Don't Let Your Chance Go By," and
"Nice Problem to Have." However, the
songs usually fall flat somewhere in the
center of bluesville. The problem seems
to lie somewhere in songwriting.
Someone needs to seriously consider
some original songwriting. Be creative
fellas.
But, like I said, Jeff Healey definately
plays guitar--and plays it well. But it's
just not good enough for me to give it a
recommendation. Oh well.

6
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Tacoma Art Museum hosts Keith Monaghan's "Homage Series: Recent
Figure Paintings," now through November 16.
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Also at Tacoma Art Museum is the Director's Invitational Exhibit, Including
Works by Dan Rice, Wayne Enstice, Irene Dijoan, Richard Shaffer, and Paul
Sarkisian, through November 6. Admission is free on Tuesdays ... Necd I Say
More?
Tacoma Actor's Guild presents "Noises Off' by Michael Frayn, directed by
Tom Skore, through October 15. Single Ticket Prices are $9.50-I 6.50.

y

Up North in e Big City

IE

Pacific Northwest Ballet performs "The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet" at
the Seattle Center Opera House, October 13 (Tonight's it, folks).
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Tickets available for a Boroque music performance at the Henry Art Gallery
on October 13. For more information call 322-6402.

An EnteTtainmentemider
The final Debate between Bush and Duke will be televised at 6:00 p.m.
tonight (October 13). This may not only be entertaining, but informative
as well. We'll see. Check it out.

w

Terry has temptation
- Geoff Hoyle - Inside Theater - 8:00p.m. By Terry Bain
A&E Editor

I was sitting a cool, dark movie
theater, waiting for previews to begin,
when I realized that I had not, as of yet,
written a word about the film "The Last
Temptation of Christ." How could I call
myself a writer without spilling my
views on this film? So, I set about to to
write my thoughts, when another
shocking discovery unearthed itself,

I had not yet even seen "The Last
Temptation of Christ."
Forgive me if I sound a bit old
fashioned, but I was having a difficult
time stating my views about a motion
picture I had not seen. It didn't seem
cthial. I would be lying, wouldn't I?
So I will say nothing. You will have
to trust the word of the lovely people
who picket the theatre. After all, they've
surely seen it, right?

'A FOOL SHOW"
Lthiir/

- Wed. Oct. 19 - $3.00 w/ asb Demo 1:30 p,m,, Inski te Thit&
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Campus lay minister works hard to make a
difference.. and helios students do the same
By Susan Lindley
Staff Writer
Rebecca Leonard, the campus lay
minister, came to Puget Sound in 1987
to make a difference to students. But
Rebecca, 26, didn't wait until she came
here to start helping people.
Rebecca graduated with a child
development and family relations degree
from the University of Arizona-Tucson
in 1984. After working as a preschool
teacher for two years, Rebecca felt that
she would rather work with adults. Then
she heard about the US2 mission

collect a lot of paperwork.
We began the interview. The thing that
struck me most was the way she listened
to my questions: she maintained eye
contact. Rebecca gave me the impression
that I was the most important person in
her life for that entire hour.

The Trail: What really rnotieates you
to work with students?

Rebecca:
I really see it as a
challenge—to work with students, get
them involved in some community

"I want people to walk away feeling a little
bit more whole."
a0

program. US2 offered training and
placement for two years of mission work
in the United States.
" I wanted to work with adults, and
make a difference," Rebecca said. "I felt it
was my responsibility as a person of
faith to care for people." US2 placed her
at a shelter for women fleeing domestic
abuse. "I didn't ever regret working at
that shelter. It was a tremendous
experience," she said.
But Rebecca decided that she needed a
change. US2 connected her with the

projects, get them more aware of peace
and justice issues. Also, Wesley
Foundation was really important to me
in college, helping me to develop my
faith journey. Hopefully, this was going
to be an opportunity for me to work with
some students, educate some people.
The Trail: What is an average day
like for you?

Rebecca: I get here about 9:30 a.m.
and spend the morning contacting people,
talking with people. In the afternoon I
have meetings with Jim Davis [the

"Then it becomes like a pebble dropped in
a pond, and it ripples outward."

University of Puget Sound. Now the
former family relations major is working
with college students as the campus lay
minister.
I thought students might want to know
just what their campus "lay" minister
does. So, tape recorder in hand, I walked
into her office in Religious Life at two
p.m. In most interviews, icebreaking
involves asking questions. We broke the
ice by searching for two chairs to sit in.
Rebecca's office was buried in old
posters, stacks of books, and scattered
papers. Her desk was covered with
pamphlets and memos. Lay ministers

chaplain], or the Dean of Students Staff,
or students. I do a lot of publicity,
making signs, getting stuff to the
publicity office, and such.

Rebecca: Jim and I work as a team. He
takes the lead on some things, and I take
the lead on others. But we really just
work as a team. I assist with planning
and behind-the-scenes work a lot. One of
my primary tasks is to be a liason
between this office and the fellowships.
We provide materials, resources, and
copying privileges for the fellowships.

Rebecca: I tend to come in contact
with the same people each week—in
fellowships, in Seward Hall where I live.
I wish it was higher, but probably about
25 percent of the students. I probably
know 50 percent of the people.
The Trail: What do you think is your
most important role as a lay minister?

0
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Lay minister Rebecca Leonard comes in contact with many students in a week.
She has been herefor one year and will befinishing her mission at the University
in the spring.

think that they have a responsibility as a
person of faith to take care ofpeople, and
they become active in the community,
then I've done my job. I want people to
walk away feeling a little bit more
whole,
The Trail: What do you mean by "a
person offaith?"

Rebecca: My philosophy is that people
have very different faith journeys. We all
need to respect those journeys—to accept
that there is no right or wrong, only
different. I happen to be a Christian.
However, I believe that there are a lot of
paths to God. I believe there is one God.
It's the same God for the people of
Jewish faith, the same God for the
Muslim faith, the same God for the
Catholic or Protestant faith. Most
religions boil down to the same basic
facts: take care of your neighbor, do the
right thing, believe in God and love God.

people want to make a difference, it feels
really good to me.

The Trail: Do you have any special
programs here on campus that you think
can help students in learning about how
to make a djfference?

Rebecca: I work with Amnesty
International. We are also restarting the
Hunger Awareness Action Team,
including the simple meal program. For
the simple meal, students give up one
meal a week, and the points are donated
to a Pierce County hunger relief
program. The students then share a meal
of rice and beans instead of the regular
meal. We also have a Thanksgiving Fast
in November and the Alcohol Awareness
Week. AIDS Awareness Week is coining
up, too.
The Trail: Are you involved with any
community programs?

Rebecca: I am in charge of recruiting

The Trail: Do you work with the
chaplain often?

The Trail: What percentage of the
campus community do you think you
come in contact with?

a0
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Rebecca: I'm trying to plant some
seeds in people's minds, in terms of
attitudes about human beings—the
uniqueness of human beings. The
students can go away and in the future,
that will grow. If I can get five people to

"I really encourage students to get
involved."
The Trail: Besides planting seeds,
what do you feel is an especially
important part of your ministry to this
campus?

Rebecca: I feel that education is the
most important. Hopefully, I can educate
some students, so that maybe five, or 10,
or even 20, will go out and make a
difference. Then it becomes like a pebble
dropped in a pond, and it ripples outward.
For instance, when I'm sitting
downstairs, in the Great Hall, eating
dinner, talking with students, I am
educating.

for Crop Walk, which is a walkathon to
raise money for the hungry in Pierce
County. I don't work much as a liason
because we have a wonderful organization
here on campus called the Community
Volunteer Center. If I tried to coordinate
volunteerism as well, I'd just be
reinventing the wheel. I really encourage
students to get involved. If this is really
going to be an education for a lifetime, I
believe it is one of my responsibilities to
help people see the other side of life—to
see the world through other people's
eyes.

The Trail: You are a strong believer
in the ripple effect, aren't you?

Rebecca: I am. I really am. I want to
make a difference. Then, when other

see
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Amnesty International and human rights:

People, letters and petitions make a difference
By Dan Lounsbery
Staff Writer
Thousands are in prison because of
their political or religious beliefs.
Beatings and torture are common. The
death penalty—even execution without
trial—is surprisingly widespread.
Despite pressure from other countries and
private organizations around the world,
many governments continue to use these
forms of intimidation and punishment as
a means of establishing and maintaining
power.
Although thousands of cases of human
rights violations have been documented
and publicized by various agencies around
the world, stirring people to action is
never easy. Because we are so distant
from most of the atrocities, many of us
feel that any help we can offer would be

futile and insignificant compared to the
size and scope of the problem. The
result is that we tend to ignore human
rights violations rather than address the
problem.
For a growing number of University of
Puget Sound students, however, this is
not the case. Through the local chapter
of Amnesty International (Al), more
students are learning that an individual
can make a difference in the protection of
human rights around the world. With
about 200 supporters on campus this
fall, Al has nearly doubled its
membership since last year. According
to Andy Thibault, coordinator of the
UPS branch of Amnesty International,
this increase is due to a better
understanding of Al's goals on campus.
"At first people viewed it as kind of a

radical political organization," said
Thibault, "but now people are seeing that
Al is really apolitical. Its only aim is
to protect human rights."

Sound group receives a notice from the
AT research headquarters in London which
describes the details of an especially
urgent case of human rights violations.

Al [Amnesty International] is really
apolitical. It's only aim is to protect human
rights."
According to Thibault, most of Al's
work involves sending letters and
petitions to government authorities
accused of human rights violations.
Each week the University of Puget

I dotft want
a lot of hype.
I just want
sômething I
can count on."

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go thmugh the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When its time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice—AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

-_p
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These "urgent action notices" contain the
names and addresses of appropriate
government or embassy officials. In
weekly campus meetings Al members
write letters to these officials requesting
an end to human rights violations.
Last year the University of Puget
Sound amnesty group mailed out about
300 letters and petitions. With this
year's increased membership and
enthusiasm, Thibault is confident they
will reach this year's goal of 1000.
In addition to letter writing, one of
Al's main functions is to make people
aware of the human. rights problem.
This includes gathering signatures for
petitions and sponsoring films and
speakers on campus. According to
Thibault, this aspect of Amnesty is just
as important as writing letters.
"You work hard sending out letters and
getting signatures for petitions.
Sometimes you're successful (at getting a
prisoner released), but even if not you
know that you're increasing the level of
awareness on campus. It's satisfying."
Although the rewards for sending thtse
letters are not always tangible and direct,
there is no question the letters are
effective. The first issue of this year's
campus Al newsletter listed the names of
over 50 prisoners who had been released
in three countries as a result of Al's
intervention. Many University of Puget
Sound students had written letters on
behalf of these prisoners.
But being involved in Al is more than
just letter writing and campus publicity.
Some members attend Al functions such
as monthly "cluster meetings" with
groups from Seattle and Olympia, as
well as the recent Amnesty concert in
Los Angeles. On October 25 Jack
Healey, the executive director of Al, will
speak on campus.
Founded in 1961, Amnesty
International has over 350,000 members
in more than 150 countries around the
world. It was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1977 and the United Nations
Human Rights Prize in 1978. In its
official handbook, Al describes itself as
"an independent people's movement
defending the victims of political
imprisonment, torture, and the death
sentence."
Al's objectives are threefold. It seeks
the release of non-violent prisoners who
are detained for their beliefs, color, or
religion (these are known as "prisoners of
conscience"). It advocates fair and
prompt trials for all political orisoners,

The right choice.
see
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AMNESTY from page 9
and it opposes the death penalty and
torture. To ensure its diplomatic
neutrality, Al neither supports nor
opposes any political system; it's only
concern is the protection of human
rights.
With a full-time staff of over 150, Al's
International Secretariat in London
researches about 5000 cases of human
rights violations each year. Once the
facts of each case have been researched
and documented, Al sends the
information, along with appropriate
names and addresses, to small Al groups
like the one at the University of Puget
Sound. The effective result is that
embassies and prison officials are flooded
with hand-written letters from all over
the world demanding an end to human
rights violations and denouncing the
actions of the violators.
According to the Amnesty handbook,
the advantage of Al's approach to the
overwhelming problem of human rights
violations "is that it promotes respect for
universal principle not only at the level
of governments and international
organizations, but also through the
concerted actions of individuals working
in small local groups." This is perhaps
the most important aspect of the AT

organization. As any member on
campus can tell you, when you're part of
the worldwide Al network (the handbook
calls it a "conspiracy of hope"), an
individual really can make a difference.

REBECCA from page 8
The Trail: Can you think of one
event, maybe recently,, that typifies
what you want to accomplish here?
Rebecca: I had a student stop by my
apartment late one evening. He was
struggling with his sexual preferences,
and he stopped by to talk. I was surprised
because we just knew each other as
friends, had never talked about anything
like that. We talked, and he made some
choices. We talked the next day and he
had clarified some things. He had talked
with his roommates and he knew what he
needed to do. It was great. And he knew
that I was responding to him because of
my love for him and for God and for
humankind. I hope I have planted some
seeds. If some crisis comes along down
the road, my hope is that maybe he will
remember this crisis, and that might
open the door for him to look into a faith
journey. Someday, someone may come
to him with a problem—and the
cxperi!1ce will ripple out.
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Solly Si,nelane, the Deputy Representative of the African National Convention to
the United Nations spoke as a part of the South Africa Forum. He delivered an
emotional lecture that called America's support "very, very essential."

Thank YOU to all of those that
participated in the
GREEK WEEK BALLOON DERBY
You helped us raise $950 for TACID
We appreciate your support.

RJU I1©USE 9
Ctmina in Ncvember
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CRUISE SHIPS
Now hiring men and
women. Summer and
career opportunities
(will train) Excellent pay
plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.,
Call now! 206-736-7000
ext. 1041 C
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JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
Immediate openings
for men and women.

$11,000 to $60,000.
Construction, Manufacturing,
Secratarial Work, Nurses, Engeneering, Sales.
Hundreds of Jobs Listed.
CALL NOW!
206-736-7000 ext. 1041 A

Sime lane shares views of South Africa
By Jennifer Murawski
Contributing Editor
"I've come to talk to you about the
genesis of conflict, war, and chaos in...
southern Africa," Solly Simelane began
his Monday night lecture. Simelane, the
African National Congress Deputy
Representative to the United Nations
spoke of living under apartheid,
discussed the ANC's stand on the South
African conflict, and touched on the part
Americans can play in putting an end to
apartheid.
Simelane, who one student in the
audience discribed as, "soft spoken and
well-versed" told of a South Africa
where "the narrow-minded bigots, the
moral dwarfs, use the state of emergency
as a weapon to crush the ... opposition."
He continued, "South Africa has become
a country of mysterious disappearances, a
country where fires are always lighted,
cots assembled, prison doors opened,
deportation orders ready to punish the
offenders, a country where the fear of
assassination stalks all those who oppose
apartheid."
Simelane told a silent, stricken
audience about a society where police
make political prisoners even of "children
of extremely tender age." He said, "today
the entire country is a political prison."
The lecture flowed easily to Simelane's
next topic, the ANC's stand on apartheid.
He said, "The African National Congress
of South Africa recognizes the need for a
white democratic front using all forms of
struggle. It recognizes that there are those
that will use nonviolent forms of
struggle and are ... committed to these
forms of struggle. The position of the
ANC is endorsed by the people. What the
people in the ANC will not accept are
those who pay lip service to the struggle
because the time has long passed for this
type of behavior. The country is at war."
Simelane, after capturing his American
audience emotionally, moved to enlisting
their political support. He accused Botha

of embarking on "a sophisticated,
deceptive campaign to rescue the
apartheid regime from international
isolation." He countered with his view,
that "there can be no peace with
apartheid. Let this be the year in which
the international community moves
toward the total isolation of the apartheid
regime."
Simelane called for "very substantial
increase in comprehensive assistance to
the front line states" that would parallel a
further increase in sanctions to South
Africa. He criticized those who have said
that divestment in South Africa hurts
South African blacks by depriving them
of jobs. "It is true, we are going to lose
jobs," said Simelane, 'but at the same
time we are saying that having jobs has
not made our people to survive. We are
saying 'Let us make a sacrifice.'.. .we are
appealing to you that your financial,
diplomatic, material, and moral support
is very, very essential."
Simeline made one final appeal before
asking for questions. He said, "When we
say we have picked up arms to defend
ourselves, it is true. But we did not do so
simply because we are reckless. The
ANC was a peaceful organization for 50
years, and in those 50 years, every time
our people go out to demonstrate, we
know that some of them will not come
back. Some of them will be arrested,
some of them will be shot to death. Not
because our people were throwing stones,
but because we are dealing with a very
vicious enemy. The only crime that we
have committed is saying, 'We want to
be free."

Lonely? ¶Need a 9)ate?
Write Datettme, 2318
2nd J4ve. Sutte 817
Seattt.eWa. 98121

3INGLE
never before married, are you SERIOUSLY interested
in meeting someone of the opposite sex LIKE YOU
in physical attractiveness, values, interests, personality,
etc. , that social scientists and counselors find associated with romances, friendships and marriages that
are long and happy? Now an experienced professional
registered counselor, assisted by computer, will test
and interview you to introduce you to optimal partners
and/or help you detect who they will be in your own
search. For free brochure with no obligation send
Stamped sell-addressed envelope to:
PROJECT RELATIONSHIP, P.O. Box 97365
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Cellar should seek more changes
One of the Cellar's goals during the last year was to improve its

atmosphere. In addition the staff has sought menu changes and
programming alternatives to better serve the students. We applaud
this attention to student interests and concerns.
The painting engineered last spring is a notable improvement. The

bricks provide something to stare at when you have nothing to say,
and also add a lot to the "cellar"-ish atmosphere. The complimentary,
light-blue paint job in the back pulls it all together as well as any
Beverly Hills interior design.
Many menu changes have been introduced such as cup-O-chos and
the special, extra-large slice of pizza for $ 1 With these innovations
.

the management has demonstrated real concern for student opinion as
well as our pocketbook.

During the semester the staff has also had various specialty nights
with price reductions and other interesting features. For example the
Cellar hosted all off-campus students for one evening and offered
great prices on shakes and pizza for those in attendance. Last week

the staff had Italian Awareness Week featuring one menu item each
day.
So (pardon) whats the beef?
Even with the all the changes the Cellar is not satisfactorially
meeting all student needs. Some people might be wondering why this
is such an important issue. We believe it is a valid concern because
the Cellar is one of the main places on campus for students to socialize
and get away from their academics. As such it should be a place that
is inviting and appealing. If there were other options on campus our
Criticism might not be so strong. Unfortunately, there are not.
Here are some of the suggestions we think the Cellar management
should consider if they want to improve the reputation and appeal of
the Cellar.
First, change the music. Rather than just a few Cellar tapes which
regulars have memorized try diversifying. Turn on KUPS or another
local station. Have people bring in their own music. Secondly,
change the lighting so that it is appropriate to the time of day. And
what has happened to the television? We want the soaps, CNN, PBS,
and MTV (Renaissance viewers). Television might not be for
everyone but some of us find it a pleasant diversion. Why don't you
set the television in the nook at the end of the room and then it won't
infringe on everyone.
Increase the specialty nights and bring back those awesome reuseable soda glasses. Try some more theme programs and get out
more general publicity. Finally, make it fun. Often the staff
members behind the counter look as if they're preparing dead bodies
instead of dead pizza. Smile. Friendly greetings. Thank you. The
little things really do make a difference.
Do others have comments for the Cellar? Drop us a note or speak
with one of the managers. They really appreciate constructive
comments. Really.
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Letters to the Editor
Puget Sound
discriminating?
In the October 6th issue of the Trail,
Tommy Hajduk wrote an article
discussing handicapped accessibility at
the University of Puget Sound. My letter
is written Out of a sincere concern, for
educating the UPS community of some
unknown facts and Federal regulations.
Tommys lack of research into
handicapped accessibility information
prior to writing his article concerning his
interview with John Hickey, should have
been considered before running his story.
In the first paragraph Tommy states
that "quite a lot is provided for
University of Puget Sound's handicapped
students." I question the definition of
"quite a lot." Besides the fieldhouse, the
Student Union and the OT/PT buildings,
not one bathroom on campus meets
mandatory space regulations for people in
chairs. There are only frieght/cargo
elevators in the the Student Union, part
of the library, and Thompson for disabled
individuals to reach upper floors. Open
your eyes Tommy, is this "quite a lot?"
Even the parking areas are not at
regulation size. Sticking a pole with a
blue sign in a cement block doesn't make
it handicapped accessible.
Tommy later states that the
"Thompson Science building, the bottom
floor of Jones Hall, part of Greek Row,
the Student Union, and the Chalets are
fully accessible." I am concerned that

"fully accessible" means that any
individual in a chair, of any size, can get
through any door, into any restroom and
have access to any utility (i.e. phones,
drinking fountains etc). This is not the
case in all of these buildings.

To be very honest, I am not concerned
with Tommy's lack of research
journalism, he will learn, but with the
attitude of John Hickey, Director of
Business Services. I am glad to hear that

UPS will provide handicapped
accessibilty in future new buildings, but
don't be fooled, this is a Federal Law, not
the benevolence of the Business Services
Department. However, I wonder if it will
be a the same small scale that it is now.
Stated in the Architectural Barriers Act,
financed with Federal funds must be
designed and constructed or altered to be
accessible to and usable by physically

limited persons." The University must
comply to program accessibilty remain
eligible for federal funds. These funds are
our GSL's and NDSL's.
So what does UPS do to meet the
requirements of program accessibilty?
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accessiblity requirements. Good answer.
Yet, it is the only answer he can give.
This semester I have the opportunity
to do some research with T.A.C.I.D.
(Tacoma Area Coalition for Individuals
with Disabilities). One out of every 10

persons in the United States has some
disability preventing use of buildings
which have been designed for the
physically able. It has opened my eyes to
the plight of disabled individuals in a

world that discriminates by not
providindg accessible services. Now I
pose this question to the UPS
community, could this prestigious
university, considered to be one of the
top ten in the nation by MONEY
magazine, Phi Beta Kappa honored
institution, possibly be discriminating?
Think about it.

Kathy Kinard

UPS students
will change the
whole world
I am writing to congratulate Jacki
Pearce Droge, Volunteer coordinator and
Kristian Johannisson for arranging such a
successful Volunteer Fair on September
29. As Program Manager of the Housing
Resources Exchange, a volunteer
program that helps homeless families
find permanent housing, I manned a
booth at this fair and was both pleased

and impressed. The time was arranged to
fit into my daily schedule, while

allowing me to talk with the UPS
students interested in volunteering with

my program.
I was so impressed with the students'
interest and concern for the homeless.

One student gave a generous donation
while visiting our display. Numerous
other students expressed an interest in
volunteering at the HRE, where they

would join the two UPS students
currently in training. Another group of
students organized a collection of nonfood items for the homeless.

The Volunteer Fair flyer said "We're
looking for people who are reads' to
change the world." No question, with the
energy and interest that UPS stu$nts

showed at the Volunteer Fair, theywill
certainly be changing the world.

I extend the warmest gratitude tooth
the organizers of this event an the
generous students with whom I met.
Chris Phelps,
Program Manager, HRE

Silence destroys
Alcohol abuse. In our society as well as
throughout the world this abuse is a
momentous problem that destroys life and
families. It is sometimes most successful
because those who are aware of the abuse
remain silent. The time for silence is past.

During the next week there will be an
array of campus programs dealing with

many of the issues related to alcohol use
and abuse. These programs are being
sponsored in recognition of National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. For
some these programs might be educational
and helpful. But not for everyone.
If you are the friend of an alcoholic or an
alcoholic yourself the programs probably
won't be too enlightening. Not really.
Because for most who fall into one of
these categories the knowledge is not the
problem. The real problem is your
unwillingness to confront the problem and
your fear of being honest.
Seek support. If you have a problem or
know someone who does don't remain
silent any longer. You might view silence

as supportive. Is it helping someone to
watch them kill themselves or destroy the
happiness of those they know?
D. R. Grant
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Take a chance
to meet the
candidates and
come to the
Open Forum on
Weds. at 6:30 in
the Rotunda.

Tim Adams
Leadership and the ability to get things
done are the two most important
prerequisites for a senator. In my two
years here at Puget Sound, I have shown
time and again that I do indeed have these
qualifications. Out of high school I was
selected to be a member of the Business
Leadership Program. I was elected to the
office of house treasurer at Phi Delta
Theta. When I took over we were deep in
debt but under my leadership, the house
is back on firm financial ground. Also, I
am currently a member of the ASUPS
Governance committee. On this
committee we spend hours studying the
documents that govern ASUPS affairs
and we work to improve them.
As your next senator, I will continue
to work hard and produce results.

Eric Bailey
Hello, my name is Eric Bailey. The
reason I want to represent you on
ASUPS senate is so that I can try to find
out where our money goes.
For example, why do 30 students in a
residence hail have to share one washer
and dryer when some campus owned
houses have one washer and dryer for

Senators need better communication
amongst themselves and their
constituents. Another must is the
continual improvement of programs.
The Pub in the Sub and spending fall
break in Canada are both great ideas, but
we can't stop there. One idea I have that
will be fun an innovative is a pack-yourbags dance. You would pay $5 to get you
and your date into the dance. Everybody
has a good time at the dance, and then at
midnight we draw a name out of a hat
and send that person and their date on a
red-eye flight to Hawaii for the weekend.
who wouldn't spend $5 for the chance to
go to Hawaii for the weekend? This is
only one of many ideas that I have for
the senate. So, on October 20 when you
are casting your ballot remember to make
Tim Adams your next ASUPS Senator.

three students?
Each of us pays approximately
$14,000 each year to attend UPS. I want
to find out where this money goes.
Naturally, I will be glad to perform all
the other duties required of a senator.
I encourage every one of you to vote,
because without a good turnout an
election means nothing. Thank you.

Election/KUPS

Todd Anthony

My name is Todd Anthony and I am a
junior majoring in Politics and
Government/Communications.
The reasons I would like to be a
senator are twofold. First, I have a
tremendous desire to make a difference at
U.P.S.. I would like to expend my
energy on makiiig U.P.S. a better place
to live.
Second, I have noticed a number of
things in the last two years that have left
me with a bad taste in my mouth. I pay
$13,000414,000 (as do many of you) to
go to school here and I've constantly felt
the sweaty hands of the administration
reaching into my wallet for seconds.
Two perfect examples of this
phenomenon is the Food Service and the
Plant Department.
The Food Service, earlier this year,
was accused of turning a profit. While
this may or may not be true--we as
students have no way of knowing
because Dick Fritz (director of Food
Service) refuses to show us his books.
He also refuses to be subjected to an
open forum and asked about that or about
his allegedly illogical point system (he
says we would not understand--I laugh).
I think we, as the sole consumers of
his "food", need an explanation. We need
someone to put some serious pressure on
Dick to explain himself. We need
someone who will organize students
against this level of capitalism. I am
ready to do this.
If one was to look up the word
"corrupt" in the dictionary it would say,
"see Plant Department; University of
Puget Sound."
Some of you who are freshmen don't
know it yet but Plant has this silly
knack for a) fixing things that aren't
broken; b) replacing things that just need

October 13, 1988

fixing. Just check out your damage
deposit at the end of the year.
I don't know how many times I've
heard, "WHAT THE HELL DID I
BREAK." They charge ridiculous
amounts of money for their work. When
I say "corrupt" I mean that they take
advantage of the fact that some of us
have to live in university owned housing
and have to pay for work that is created
so to keep themselves busy.
I don't think taking advantage of
college students who can barely afford to
be here in the first place very honorable.
Where I live, a fraternity, friends of
mine have caught them playing pool in
our basement--we get charged for the
time they are here (it only takes s000000
long to change a light bulb).
I think we need a watchdog committee
to make sure that Plant is doing work
that NEEDS to be done in a reasonable
amount of time. I am very eager to
organize this because many people I.
know can't afford much more of this.
I've thought a lot about being a
senator. I've been to senate meetings and
I've talked to senators as well as other
ASUPS officers.
I am convinced I have what it takes to
be senator. I have the enthusiasm--the
type of enthusiasm that is necessary to
involve other people in my ideas.
I am very open to new ideas and would
ask my liaison about their concerns. I
would take their concerns back to the
Senate and see what could be done about
them.
Also, I am very persistent when I feel
like people are getting taken advantage
of. If I am elected my goals would get
accomplished. Again, my name is Todd
Anthony and I thank you for your
support.

Please see the other candidates on the back page
of this section.
Hello! My name is Kris Gavin and I
am Sophomore majoring in Business. I
am running for a position on ASUPS
Senate because I feel it is the best way to
become very involved with the campus
as a whole, and to find out what concerns
the students have and get something done
about them. A few ideas that I have to
improve campus life are:
1. Create a cab service for students
either drinking on or off campus that feel
they are too intoxicated to drive
themselves. This service would be
student manned and free to all university
students.
2 Increase secunty on our campus
This may involve hiring a professional
security company to bring 2-3 men on

campus between the hours of 10pm and
3am and have them patrol with current
security personnel. Another idea is to
have the TPD increase the role they play
in protecting the campus. This may
consist of having them drive around
campus more, thus making their presence
more noticeable.
These are a few of the proposals I
would try to initiate if I were elected to
Senate. I hope that everyone takes time
out on October 20 to cast your votes for
the seven Senate positions available.
Without a good voter turnout, the Senate
position available. Without a good voter
turnout, the Senate positions may not be
filled by those that you think are the
most qualified. Thank you!
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Minda
Leventis

Peng Hsiao
Its been a month since I filled in the
vacant senate seat and served the ASUPS
as a replacement for Claire Campbell. In
my short term as a senator, knowing the
ins and the outs of the student
government, I see many changes and
improvements that can be made to
benefit you, the student body. It's like
looking at a nice piece of marble but
unable to carve out the beautiful fugure
withing it because there's little time left.
I felt uneasy to leave the office knowing
that there's so much I can offer for this
upcoming year. So, I am running for the
senate. Why, because I believe that I can
make a difference for you, the student
body, for the better.
What are my 4ualifications? Aside
from being already a senate, I am
currently in seven different committees
and I am the chair for three of them. My
other working experiences include: T.A.
for Chem 125, 126 and Bio 111,

Graphics editor of the Trail, Big brother
for the Big and Little program, and I'm
currently the senate liaison representative
of Beta Theta Phi and Kappa Sigma
fraternities. Being involved with many
organizations and different living groups.
I consider my self pretty well around on
campus. Being resourceful and
experienced is a great asset to have as a
senator, but what I think is mostly
important is that I really care for the
campus and the well being of the student
body. When you really care about
something, enthusiasm, commitment,
hardworking, and all other essential
qualities for a senator will automatically
fall in place nicely. So, please vote Peng
for senate for all the better things that's
yet to come.
In closing, I invite everyone to the
open forum on Wednesday Oct. 19 at
6:30pm in Rotunda to ask about current
projects and my plan for this upcoming
year.

Hello, my name is Minda Leventis and
I am a junior majoring in Business
Administration. I feel that one of the
most important jobs of a senaor is
listening to the concerns of students and
responding to these concerns with the
appropriate actions or answers. I want to
be a senator who listens to YOU, and
helps YOU make UPS what YOU want
it to be.
Being involved in RHA, ASUPS
committees and Greek life on campus; so
many times I have seen issues or
problems created simply because students
were misinformed about a situation or
rationale used behind a specific action.
As a senator I want to bridge this gap of
misunderstanding. I want to be a liason
who explains situations to YOU, in
additon to letting you know what is
happening on campus.
I think it is easy to find student leaders

who are enthusiastic about projects and
events on campus, but it is more
difficult to find the students who will do
the behind-the-scenes work to get these
programs to students. As a past member
of the Student Concerns Committe and a
Special events Member for Spring
Weekend, I have done that "behind-the scenes" work and am willing to continue
this work for you as a senator.
I hope that when you vote you will
care enough to vote for someone who
you feel is not only enthusiastic but who
is also hard working so that YOUR
concerns will be responded to. I want to
see RHA, IFC, Panhellenic, and ASUPS
working together for the benefit of all
UPS students. I hope that when you
vote, you will remember my experience,
enthusiasm, and commitment for you,
and will vote for Minda Leventis. I look
forward to representing your ideas in
Senate. Thank you.

Barbara Rohling
ay Kumwell
My name is Jay Rumwell and I am
currently a sophomore at UPS. I would
like to just give a couple of reasons why
I am running for senate.
You and I are paying upwards of
$13,000 a year to attend This university.
Last year I spent a lot of time
complaining about the cost school and
the way we, the students, are treated at
this University. It then occured to me
that complaining didn't accomplish
anything. By being a senaor I would like
to think that I can make a difference. By
standing up for what we, the students,
want. By listening to your complaints
about what goes on at UPS. And if not
solving these problems, at least
communicating to you what is happining
and why.
Hi there! Since space is limited, here is
a list of things I want to do if you elect
me as senator:
Weight Room: It is too small! I
want to either expand on to the current
weight room or move into a different,
bigger room. some new equipment might
not hurt either.
Communication #1: Within Senate
I want to get the different factions
(committees, the Trail, KUPS, the
Cellar, etc.) working together as a team.

I see a problem in the senate right
now, and that problem is
communication. There are stundents who
are noticing problems and are voicing
these problems to their senate liasons,
but these problems are not being solved.
if elected, I would listen to your
problems and make sure something was
done about them. I'm not saying I can
solve every problem, however I can make
sure that your concerns are being brought
up in front of senate and being discussed.
I encourage all of you to come out and
vote on Oct. 20. You have a say in who
represents you and I suggest you take full
advantage of that oppertunity to vote. I's
your university stand up and make your
opinions known. I would appreciate your
vote on the 20th.

Hi! My name is Barbara Rohling. I am
currently a sophomore, majoring in
Business Administration. Last year I was
elected to be an RHA Council
Representative from Harrington Hall and
I also served as the Council Secretary. I
was also involved in several
subcommittees and particpated in
Harrington's intramural teams.
I am running for Senate because I have
seen that many things here at UPS are
not running as smoothly as possible. I
feel that I have the input and dedication
to improve these programs and also to

help implement new ideas.
Some of the specific things I hope to
work on while on Senate would be the
housing problem on campus, more
attendance at better students programs,
and the continuing idea of campus unity.
I think this idea is a very good one, but
more action needs to be taken to promote
unity.
I hope that everyone will make an
effort to get to the polls on October 20
and please remember my dedication to
you and to UPS. I would appreciate your
vote.

Erik E.
Schoen

How? Have each faction draw up their
long and short term goals. Then, have a
meeting where representatives from all
factions meet so that all the different
goals can be synchronized into a master
plan. As the year rolled on, have periodic
meetings to evaluate progress and change
goals accordingly.
3. Comedy Nite: Establish some sort
of Comedy Nite either weekly, biweekly, or monthly-- however it would
work out! It would just basically

showcase the area's amateur comedians.
4. Communication #2: Student
Programs- get more direct student input
by having liaisons poll their constituents
about possible upcoming programs.
Then, have all the senators meet and vote

accordingly.
Please remember to vote on Thursday,
Oct. 20th. Thank you for you support.
Erik E. Schoen

